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Saturday •

SAV President 6847

• 10 am at the ranch

SELLING 400 REGISTERED ANGUS BULLS & 180 FEMALES
Schaff Angus Valley has earned a worldwide reputation for producing Angus cattle
that make a long-term positive contribution to the beef industry, focusing on performance,
maternal quality and the fundamental traits that enhance productivity and profitability for the cowman...

• Pounds on the scale • Muscle dimension • Thickness • Natural fleshing-ability • Body capacity
• Structural integrity • Feet quality • Disposition • Maternal emphasis • Udder quality • Fertility
• Longevity • Femininity & masculinity • Calf vigor & calving-ease • True carcass quality
Sires represented include America, Bloodline, Downpour, Rainfall, Raindance, Emblem, Renovation, Territory,
Landmark, North Face, Quarterback, Circuit Breaker, Ajax, Abundance, Density, Benchmark, Storm and more.
✓ Volume selection ✓ Free delivery ✓ Affordable to the cowman

...Bulls you Believe in
SAV Lifeblood 1163
BW 86 • 205 WT. 1099 • WR 118

SAV Territory 7225

SAV Quarterback 7933

SAV Blackcap May 4574
Resource x SAV Blackcap May 5530

SAV Emblem 8074

SAV Landmark 9148

THIS
PAIR
SELLS!

SAV Bloodline 9578

This phenomenal pair is a special sale attraction! SAV Blackcap May 4574 is a major SAV donor and proven herdsireproducer by Resource. Her sons include SAV Experience, SAV Crush and SAV Big Rig. Her 2021 son by Bloodline is
the heaviest weaning natural bull off the mature cows, earning a 205-day weight of 1099 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 118.
Follow us on Instagram
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SAV Hot Blooded 1145
BW 86 • 205 WT. 1067 • WR 115

He sells! This Bloodline x SAV Emblynette 8102 presents explosive growth and dominating performance with powerful phenotype. He earned a
205-day weight of 1067 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 115. His 3-year-old Resource dam stems from five consecutive generations of prolific
Pathfinders®.

SAV Emblynette 3508

This proven brood matron by Resource has
assembled a superior production record with
34 progeny in past SAV sales and 12
daughters retained in the SAV herd. Her son
by Emblem sells.

SAV Ecstasy 1155
BW 84 • 205 WT. 928

SAV Emblynette 3520

This beautiful Brand Name donor records a
weaning ratio of 103 on 7 calves and comes
from five consecutive generations of
Pathfinder® dams. Her progeny by America
and Circuit Breaker sell!

SAV Emblynette 4271

A fourth generation Pathfinder® dam by
Harvestor with stellar phenotype, impeccable
udder quality and top production. Her progeny
by Rainfall and a maternal sister by America
sell.

SAV Bloodshot 1304
BW 84 • 205 WT. 957

He sells! This Emblem son from SAV Emblynette 3508 is phenotypically He sells! This Bloodline x SAV Emblynette 8463 is balanced in both
stunning and genetically complete. His Resource x Bismarck dam is a phenotype and numbers. His Resource x Density dam comes from four
proven brood matron with consistent top production.
consecutive genetics of elite Pathfinders®.
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SAV True Blood 1104
BW 75 • 205 WT. 1003 • WR 108

He sells! This Bloodline x SAV Emblynette 3293 is an elite curvebender with all the right properties to move a herd in the right direction. He is a
remarkable low birth weight bull with double digit CED combined with a 205-day weight of 1003 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 108. His front-pasture
dam by Density is a herd favorite and fifth generation SAV embryo donor with multiple progeny highlighting past SAV sales, including SAV
Territory and SAV American Made.

SAV Emblynette 0084

This proven herd treasure ranks as the lowest
birth EPD and #1 milk EPD cow in the SAV
herd. She records a weaning ratio of 105 on 9
calves and has multiple herdsire sons to her
credit. Her progeny by America sell.

SAV Emblynette 5377

This fifth generation SAV headliner donor is the
dam of SAV Allegiance. Her pristine pedigree
reads Renown x Bismarck x Net Worth x EXT.
Her maternal sister by America sells.

SAV Territory 7225

The $230,000 featured lot 1 bull from the 2018 SAV Sale at ST
Genetics and single greatest breeding son of the legendary Pathfinder®
Sire, Resource. Territory ranks among the top of all proven sires in the
breed for weaning and yearling weight, scrotal size, docility and feet
quality. His sons were the top-gaining and top-selling sire group in the
2020 SAV Sale. His progeny and maternal siblings by America and
Bloodline sell!
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SAV Emblynette 7800

This fourth generation SAV embryo donor by
Renown is a maternal sister to SAV West River
and SAV Catalyst, both featured at Genex AI
Stud. Her America son sells.

SAV Emblynette 3293

A herd favorite by Density with beautiful body type, superb structure
and a world-class udder. She is the dam of SAV Territory at ST
Genetics, SAV Made In America at Semex and SAV American Made.
Her progeny by America and Bloodline are featured.

11/8/21 8:34 AM

SAV Headland 1012
BW 77 • 205 WT. 936

He sells! This standout by Landmark x SAV Emblynette 8616 has herdbull written all over him. He is thick, stout and ripped with muscle from
front to back with extra volume and rib-shape – the kind ranchers prefer. His curvebending number profile starts with a modest birth EPD of +1.3
and finishes with strong performance and ribeye predictions. His beautiful Rainfall x Bismarck dam produced the $140,000 SAV Pancho Villa,
who was a crowd favorite at the 2021 SAV Sale.

SAV Abundance 6117

A powerhouse performance sire selected by
Genex and partners as the featured lot 1 bull
from the 2017 SAV Sale. His progeny and
maternal sister are featured.

SAV Pancho Villa 0147

This phenotypically stunning, calving-ease bull
captured the attention of the Angus world at
the 2021 SAV Sale where he was among the
top-selling bulls. His maternal brother by
Landmark sells!

SAV Sundown 1236
BW 94 • 205 WT. 1001 • WR 108

He sells! This Downpour x SAV Emblynette 7109 is thick, stout and
loaded with muscle. He earned a 205-day weight of 1001 lbs. for a
weaning ratio of 108. His dam by Regard records a weaning ratio of 107
on 3 calves and will qualify as a sixth generation Pathfinder®.
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SAV Checkmate 8158

This major-league curvebender at Genex AI
Stud is one of the most popular sires on the
horizon, representing all the qualities of an ideal
beef bull. Maternal siblings by America and
Downpour sell!

SAV Stream 1044
BW 78 • 205 WT. 934

He sells! This Rainfall son from SAV Emblynette 8823 is sound
structured and balanced with depth of body, abundant muscle shape and
breed character. His powerful dam is a daughter of the elite Pathfinder®,
SAV Emblynette 2369, and is a flush sister to SAV Ajax 8885.

11/8/21 8:34 AM

SAV Emblynette 6506

SAV Emblynette 2369

This SAV embryo donor by Renown x Net Worth is the dam of the
$60,000 SAV Checkmate at Genex AI Stud. Ten daughters are retained
in the SAV herd and 24 progeny have highlighted past SAV sales. Her
progeny by America and Downpour sell.

SAV Ajax 8885

A real stock bull with outlier thickness, muscle,
bone and power – rugged-built for the ranch
world. His progeny and maternal siblings are
featured.

SAV Emblem 8074

This breed-leading Pathfinder® is unmatched for phenotype,
performance and production. She is the high income-producing cow
among all active dams in the SAV herd. Her sons include Ajax, Emblem
and Bloodline. Over 30 direct progeny by America, Downpour, Rainfall
and Landmark sell!

An exceptional sire of length, muscle,
performance and phenotypic quality. His
progeny have the look of the future and
continue to exceed expectations. This sale
features many progeny and over 30 maternal
siblings!

SAV Bloodline 9578

This performance powerhouse is the $250,000
top-selling bull from the 2020 SAV Sale. His
progeny offer explosive growth and
chart-topping performance. A powerful
representation of his first calfcrop will be
featured and over 30 maternal siblings sell!

SAV Awestruck 1286
BW 92 • 205 WT. 1051 • WR 113

He sells! This America x SAV Emblynette 6508 has awestruck cattlemen from around the globe with his herdbull authority, dominating phenotype
and explosive performance. He earned a whopping 205-day weight of 1051 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 113. His Renown dam is a flush sister to
the dam of SAV Checkmate and descends from four generations of elite Pathfinders®.
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SAV Madame Pride 4407

SAV Madame Pride 4405

An elite Pathfinder and herd-leader with unparalled phenotype, power,
performance and production. She is the dam of the $100,000 SAV
Downpour and is a full sister in blood to SAV Renovation. 15 progeny
by Bloodline, Rainfall and Emblem sell!

SAV Downpour 8794

This dominating sire was the $100,000
top-selling Rainfall bull in the 2019 SAV Sale
where he was the #1 365-day weight bull at
1676 lbs. Many progeny as well as full and
maternal siblings are featured!

A seventh generation SAV embryo donor by Harvestor from a
Pathfinder dam by Density. Her son selling by Rainfall is a full brother to
the young superstar donor, SAV Madame Pride 8487.

SAV Madame Pride 8375

This President daughter from the Pathfinder®
SAV Madame Pride 4407 serves as an eighth
consecutive generation SAV embryo donor.
She is a flush sister to SAV Cleveland at
Semex and maternal sister to SAV Downpour.
Her son by Territory and many maternal
siblings sell!

SAV Renovation 6822

A maternal trendsetter and breed phenomenon
at Semex AI Stud from the mating of Renown x
Density x SAV Madame Pride 0075. A daughter
was the top-selling female in the 2021 SAV Sale
where his popular sons included SAV Jesse
James, SAV Pancho Villa, SAV John Wayne
and SAV Roy Rogers. His progeny sell.

SAV Land Rover 1133
BW 75 • 205 WT. 940

SAV Madame Pride 8487

He sells! This son of SAV Madame Pride 8487 proudly represents the outstanding first calfcrop by the
$100,000 SAV Landmark 9148. He presents style and authentic Angus breed character matched with
masculinity, muscle and superb structural balance. His beautiful, 3-year old dam by Rainfall is a favorite
amongst all 2018 model cows at SAV and serves as an eighth consecutive generation embryo donor,
descending from the very first Schaff cow to be enrolled in embryo transplant.
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SAV Everlasting 1249
BW 83 • 205 WT. 995 • WR 107

He sells! This Emblem x SAV Madame Pride 4513 will be an everlasting source of performance and maternal value – bred in for generations. He
has been a standout since birth and a favorite of visitors to the ranch – long-bodied, extra thick, stout-rumped and loaded with performance. His
broody, big-bodied dam by Resource stands on perfect feet and descends from the maternal matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075.

SAV Madame Pride 4513

A powerful brood matron by Resource with
capacity, fleshing-ability, soundness and
perfect feet. Her dam, SAV Madame Pride
5290, is a proven profit-center with a
production record second to none. Her son,
SAV Everlasting 1249, is a sale highlight.

SAV Madame Pride 6661

This productive, heavy-milking Renown
daughter from SAV Madame Pride 5290
serves as seventh consecutive generation SAV
embryo donor. Her progeny by Bloodline and
Emblem are featured.

SAV Madame Pride 3304

This remarkable Resource daughter is a seventh generation SAV
embryo donor recording a weaning ratio of 104 on 7 calves. She has
seven daughters retained in the SAV herd and 48 progeny highlighting
past SAV sales, including SAV Supreme Court 8800. Her outstanding
son by Bloodline is featured.
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SAV Madame Pride 6653

This magnificent matron by Charlo from SAV
Madame Pride 5290 exemplifies the body type
and maternal design we try to replicate. She
records a weaning ratio of 105 on 4 calves. Her
son, SAV Stardom, is featured at Styles Angus.
Her America daughter sells.

SAV Everlasting 1249
BW 83 • 205 WT. 995

He sells! This big, majestic herdsire prospect by Emblem from a broody
dam by Resource will be one of the best to sell anywhere this year. He
earned a 205-day weight of 995 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 107.
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SAV Northlander 1058
BW 90 • 205 WT. 938

He sells! SAV Northlander 1058 is an absolute blockbuster – extra thick, deep-bodied, stout-rumped and rugged-built for ranch country. He
represents the powerful first calfcrop by the $135,000 SAV North Face 9140. His dam, SAV Madame Pride 5040, is a feminine, nice-uddered
Renown daughter from the Pathfinder® Bismarck dam, SAV Madame Pride 1134.

SAV Circuit Breaker 7136

This massive performance herdsire with
superior soundness is the top yearling weight
and ribeye bull from the 2018 SAV Sale. He
comes from the elite Pathfinder®, SAV
Madame Pride 3145. His progeny and many
maternal siblings sell.

SAV Madame Pride 1134

This phenomenal Pathfinder® by Bismarck
records a weaning ratio of 105 on 8 calves and
is the dam of the $260,000 SAV Ten Speed
3022 at Genex AI Stud. Ten progeny by
Rainfall sell!

SAV Madame Pride 3145

This herd favorite and elite Pathfinder® records a weaning ratio of 107
on 7 calves and excels in femininity, fertility, feet and udder quality. She
is the dam of multiple herdsires including SAV Circuit Breaker and SAV
Anthem. 20 progeny by America, Rainfall and Territory are featured.
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SAV Madame Pride 3045

This proven Pathfinder® and maternal
masterpiece by Harvestor has eight daughters
retained in the SAV herd and 69 progeny
highlighting past SAV sales. Her progeny by
America and Bloodline sell!

SAV Anthem 0042

The $225,000 lead-off lot 1 bull in the 2021 SAV Sale to Voss Angus.
This America son out of SAV Madame Pride 3145 represents all the
qualities we look for in an ideal breeding bull and will have a big future
ahead. Many full and maternal siblings are featured!
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SAV Amazon 1189
BW 92 • 205 WT. 1036 • WR 111

He sells! America x SAV Madame Pride 5085. SAV Amazon 1189 is a massive performance bull with length, capacity and pounds – the kind
cattlemen want to own. He earned a 205-day weight of 1036 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 111. His feminine, beautiful dam by Hesston has ideal
body type with impeccable udder quality and perfect feet.

SAV Madame Pride 0412

This maternal matron by Pioneer from SAV
Madame Pride 0075 is a sixth-generation
embryo donor and lead-off cow from the 2020
SAV Sale. Her progeny by Revolution sell.

SAV Madame Pride 6616

This ultra-feminine, angular daughter of
Renown x SAV Madame Pride 0075 is
maternal supreme with picturesque udder
quality and high-level milk production. Her son
by President sells.

SAV Madame Pride 5809

This front-pasture donor by International from SAV Madame Pride 0075
ranks among the best to ever walk SAV pastures. She is a maternal
sister to the $1.51 million SAV America 8018. This sale features 20
direct progeny by Circuit Breaker, Emblem and Territory.
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SAV Madame Pride 7025

This one-of-a-kind brood matron by Charlo from
the maternal matriarch SAV Madame Pride
0075 represents the best in old-school
foundation genetics. Her son by Emblem sells.

SAV Madame Pride 5810

This sixth generation SAV embryo donor is a massive brood matron by
International from the maternal matriarch SAV Madame Pride 0075.
She is a maternal sister to the $1.51 million SAV America 8018. Her
son by Emblem sells.
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SAV North Dakota 1045
BW 84 • 205 WT. 1060 • WR 114

He sells! America x SAV Blackcap May 3501. SAV North Dakota 1045 is a massive performance bull and standout of his calfcrop with herdbull
credentials. He earned a 205-day weight of 1060 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 114. His phenomenal dam is an SAV headliner donor with a flawless
maternal design and top production record. She is a full sister to Resource and Renown. She records a weaning ratio of 106 on 7 calves with 12
daughters retained in the SAV herd and 38 progeny highlighting past SAV sales. 21 direct progeny by America, Bloodline and Emblem sell!

SAV Blackcap May 1416

This front-pasture donor has assembled a
production record second to none with multiple
herdsire sons including SAV Scale House, the
top-selling bull in the 2021 SAV Sale, as well
as Expertise, All American, Constitution, Land
Grant, Ease and more. 13 direct progeny by
Bloodline, Emblem, Ajax and Density sell!

SAV Blackcap May 1433

This herd favorite hails from the same flush as
Resource and has earned position among the
best in the business. She records a weaning
ratio of 104 on 9 calves with nine daughters
retained in the SAV herd and multiple progeny
highlighting past SAV sales. 12 progeny by
Bloodline and Emblem sell!

SAV Scale House 0845

The $275,000 top-selling bull from the 2021 SAV Sale with scalesmashing performance, powerful phenotype, pedigree power and the
numbers to match. 13 maternal brothers by Bloodline, Emblem, Ajax
and Density sell!
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SAV Blackcap May 1443

A model for efficiency and top production from
the same historic flush as the legendary
Resource. Her progeny have highlighted past
SAV sales and 12 direct progeny by America
and Emblem sell!

SAV Blackcap May 3501

This phenomenal full sister to Resource and Renown has a flawless
maternal design and top production record to walk with the best in the
breed. She records a weaning ratio of 106 on 7 calves and has 21
progeny selling by America, Bloodline and Emblem!
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SAV Highlander 1147
BW 85 • 205 WT. 1091 • WR 117

He sells! Landmark x SAV Blackcap May 5025. SAV Highlander 1147 is an athletic stunner with length, muscle, growth and chart-topping
numbers. He offers a huge birth-to-yearling spread with a birth EPD of +1.2 and yearling EPD of +153. He earned a 205-day weight of 1091 lbs.
for a weaning ratio of 117 to rank among the three top weaning bulls of his entire natural calfcrop. His beautiful dam by West River records a
weaning ratio of 106 on 5 calves. His grandam, SAV Blackcap May 3525, is Final Answer’s greatest daughter and dam of the herdsires SAV
Quarterback and SAV Early Arrival.

SAV Blackcap May 3525

A maternal centerpiece and superior producer
regarded as the all-time greatest daughter of
Final Answer. She is the dam of the $160,000
SAV Quarterback 7933 and the $230,000 SAV
Early Arrival 0903. Her progeny by Ajax and
Landmark sell!

SAV Quarterback 7933

This proven breed-changer and Genex
headliner raises the bar for performance and
growth higher than any sire identified in SAV
history. His progeny and maternal siblings will
highlight this event.

SAV Advantage 1119
BW 78 • 205 WT. 989

He sells! This America son out of SAV Blackcap May 8807 has herdbull
charisma – stylish, thick and balanced in both phenotype and numbers.
He earned a 205-day weight of 989 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 106. His
dam is a daughter of SAV Blackcap May 1443 and flush sister to SAV
Hercules 8864 working for Orville Skogen.
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SAV Blackcap May 7831

This growth and maternal leader in the SAV
herd is a flush sister to the $160,000 SAV
Quarterback 7933 at Genex. She records a
weaning ratio of 105 on 3 calves. Her America
son, SAV Authentic 1259, is a special sale
feature.

SAV Authentic 1256
BW 85 • 205 WT. 1023

He sells! America x SAV Blackcap May 7831. A big, powerful bull with
powerful numbers. He earned a 205-day weight of 1023 lbs. for a
weaning ratio of 110 and a weaning EPD of +87 and yearling EPD of
+144. His dam is a flush sister to Quarterback and records a weaning
ratio of 105 on 3 calves.
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SAV Fullblood 1015
BW 77 • 205 WT. 974 • WR 105

He sells! Bloodline x SAV Blackcap May 4593. SAV Fullblood 1015 will be a major factor of the 2022 SAV Sale with herd-changing type and
herdbull credentials. He is stamped with thickness, muscle shape, stoutness and power from front to back. He earned a 205-day weight of 974
lbs. for a weaning ratio of 105. His powerhouse dam earned a weaning ratio of 107 on 6 calves and serves in the SAV embryo program. Her
progeny have highlighted past SAV sales including the $60,000 SAV Renew 8132 at Ingram Angus and ST Genetics.

SAV Blackcap May 4593

This powerful brood matron earned a weaning
ratio of 107 on 6 calves and serves in the SAV
embryo program. Her production success
includes the $60,000 SAV Renew 8132 at ST
Genetics. Her Bloodline son, SAV Fullblood
1015, will be a major factor of the 2022 SAV
Sale.

SAV Blackcap May 3503

This full sister to Resource and Renown is
moderate, easy-fleshing and nice-uddered with
a rock-solid production record and three
daughters retained in the SAV herd. Her
Bloodline son, SAV Blood Brother 1114, is a
sale feature.

SAV Blackcap May 1808

This proven Pathfinder® by Net Worth is a pinnacle of performance and
maternal value and records a weaning ratio on 108 on 9 calves. She is
the second top income-producing cow among all active dams in the
SAV herd with 95 progeny highlighting past SAV sales, including SAV
North Face, SAV Missouri River, SAV Engage, SAV Doublewide, SAV
John Wayne and SAV Roy Rogers. Her progeny by Territory are
featured!
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SAV Blackcap May 4563

This maternal-oriented Pathfinder® dam
records a weaning ratio of 105 on 3 calves and
was selected by Sunderland Ranch as the
top-selling cow from the 2020 SAV Sale. Her
progeny by Territory are featured.

SAV Union 1092
BW 76 • 205 WT. 967

He sells! Unique x SAV Blackcap May 9858. An exceptional outcross
with calving-ease and carcass quality. His gorgeous 2-year-old Rainfall
dam is uniquely linebred to SAV Blackcap May 4136, the breed’s most
influential genetic contributor.
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SAV Acreage 1247
BW 83 • 205 WT. 1023 • WR 110

He sells! America x SAV Bessie Heiress 6282. SAV Acreage 1247 is the herdbull kind with massive dimension, volume, muscle and
chart-topping performance. He earned a 205-day weight of 1023 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 110. His Pathfinder dam by Resource is a broody
beauty with a weaning ratio of 107 on 4 calves and ranks as the #1 yearling EPD cow in the SAV herd.

SAV Elba 0522

This red-carpet donor and maternal
masterpiece by Pioneer presents breathtaking
body type and exquisite udder quality. Her
America son is a sale feature!

SAV Rosetta 5171

This front-pasture Pathfinder® from the mating of
Renown x Density records a weaning ratio of 107
on 5 calves and is a herd leader in both
performance and milk production. Her America
son was the top 205-day weight natural bull in the
2021 SAV Sale and several full siblings will sell!

SAV Double Down 1254
BW 84 • 205 WT. 1055

He sells! Downpour x SAV Elba 2538. A performance headliner with
tons of muscle, massive volume and dimension. He earned a 205-day
weight of 1055 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 113. His productive Rito 9969
dam records a weaning ratio of 107 on 8 calves and always delivers
one of the best.
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SAV Duke Girl 6061

A feminine, beautiful-uddered daughter of SAV
Pedigree from the heralded Duke Girl family
that remains a popular collector’s item. Her
President son sells.

SAV Rainforest 1009
BW 76 • 205 WT. 947

He sells! This Rainfall x SAV Erica 9381 brings phenotype, pedigree,
performance and cow power together in perfect harmony. His
2-year-old dam by Renown comes from a proven Pathfinder® by Brand
Name x Net Worth.
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SAV Magnum 1335
BW 72 • 205 WT. 1048 • WR 113

He sells! Magnitude x SAV Emblynette 9023. SAV Magnum 1335 is an AI stud candidate and potential sale-topper with a breed-improving
number profile matched with powerful performance and a versatile outcross pedigree. He started light and earned a whopping 205-day weight of
1048 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 113 as his dam’s first calf. His stat line includes: CED +10, BW +1.3, WW +95, YW +169, Milk +39, scrotal +1.93,
CW +80, Marb. +.52 and REA +1.00. His feminine, efficient 2-year-old dam by 316 is nice-uddered and perfect-footed. His productive grandam
by Renown records a weaning ratio of 112 on 2 calves and comes from three generations of elite Pathfinders.

SAV Magnum 1335

He sells! SAV Magnum 1335 brings together
the phenotype, performance, pedigree and
genetic predictions to be a major factor of the
2022 sale season.

SAV Magnificent 1126

SAV Magnum 1335 grazing with his
2-year-old dam.

SAV Majestic 1340
BW 77 • 205 WT. 1008

He sells! Magnitude x SAV Madame Pride 9851. SAV Majestic 1340 is
an AI stud candidate with sky-is-the-limit potential. He earned a 205-day
weight of 1008 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 108 and presents a
curvebending number profile: CED +12, BW +.4, WW +79, YW +138
and Milk +37. His 2-year-old President x Resource x Density dam is a
daughter of the elite Pathfinder®, SAV Madame Pride 4407.
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He sells! This Magnitude son is among the five
top-indexing bulls of the entire calfcrop, earning a
205-day weight of 1075 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 116.
His nice-uddered 2-year-old dam by President is out of
SAV Elba 2536, the lead-off and top-selling cow from
the 2018 SAV Sale.

SAV Stereotype 1328
BW 70 • 205 WT. 917

He sells! Stellar x SAV Emblynette 9801. A versatile outcross out of a
moderate, efficient 2-year-old President x Bismarck x Net Worth dam.
His grandam, SAV Emblynette 0084, is the lowest birth and #1 milk
EPD cow in the SAV herd and stems from multiple generations of
fertile, prolific Pathfinders® from the Emblynette family that was
established at SAV in 1946.
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SAV Multitude 1231

SAV Multiplier 1287

BW 84 • 205 WT. 1084

BW 83 • 205 WT. 1053

He sells! This performance and genetic outlier by Magnitude from a
2-year-old dam by President excels in a multitude of traits. He earned a
205-day weight of 1084 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 117 and boasts a
weaning EPD of +97, yearling EPD of +162, milk EPD of +37 and REA
of +1.23.

SAV Bench Press 1363

He sells! This Benchmarck son from a
2-year-old President x Resource x Pioneer dam
earned a 205-day weight of 1043 lbs. for a
weaning ratio of 112 and sports EPDs: BW +.7,
WW +87, YW +145, Milk +25. His Pathfinder®
grandam, SAV Madame Pride 3256, records a
weaning ratio of 104 on 7 calves.

He sells! A valuable outcross with sky-is-the-limit potential to add value
in all economically relevant traits. This Magnitude son from a 2-year-old
dam by President earned a 205-day weight of 1053 lbs. for a weaning
ratio of 113 with a weaning EPD of +94, yearling EPD of +161 and milk
EPD of +39.

SAV Madame Pride 3256

This Pathfinder® and performance trait-leader
by Resource serves as a seventh generation
embryo donor with great production success.
She produced the dams of Multitude, Multiplier
and Bench Press pictured on this page. 36
progeny by Bloodline, Rainfall, President and
Emblem will sell!

SAV Benchmark 1330

He sells! This Benchmark son from a
2-year-old Raindance dam offers
breed-leading numbers: BW +4.1, WW +101,
YW +187, Milk +31, Marb +.42 and REA +1.31.
He earned a 205-day weight of 1029 lbs. for a
weaning ratio of 111.

SAV Magnify 1107
BW 77 • 205 WT. 1103 • WR 119

He sells! Magnitude x SAV Blackcap May 9500. SAV Magnify 1107 is the valedictorian of the performance class taking honors as the heaviest
205-day weight bull of the entire natural calfcrop. He earned a whopping 205-day weight of 1103 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 119 and sports a
weaning EPD of +97, yearling EPD of +172 and milk EPD of +38. His broody, productive 2-year-old dam by President is double-bred to SAV
Blackcap May 4136, the breed’s most influential genetic contributor and all-time high income-producing cow. SAV Magnify 1107 is phenotypically
and genetically outstanding, bringing together the best of both worlds to make him one of the most valuable Angus bulls to sell in 2022.
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